Music Tuition
Terms and Conditions
Including Data protection and
Safe Guarding
Why terms and conditions?
This is a way to clarify what our
agreement really is; look closer at the
“what ifs” and avoid
misunderstandings and unnecessary
indignation.
This agreement is for you as a private
music student. In Tune has other
arrangements for other activities.
The price per half hour lesson is
currently £15.
In Tune offers lessons with more than
one student at a time. This could be a
cost-effective way for you to share
lessons, however, an extra pound per
extra student will be added due to
extra planning and record keeping.
The students will be invoiced every
half-term.

The invoice needs to be paid within
30 days or the lessons will be
suspended and an extra
administrative fee will be added.
You are welcome to stop the lessons
at any-time and In Tune also has the
right to stop lessons with a weeks’
notice. An explanation to why will of
course be provided.
Personal information regarding
students such as their name, date of
birth and telephone number will not
be shared with any third party and all
the information will be decrypted and
kept on a password protected single
laptop.
Anyone working with children at In
Tune will be DBS checked and no
private information will be shared
unless a suspected safe-guarding
issue would appear. In such a case
valid information will be shared with
parents and possibly other legally
acclaimed authorities..
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I case of …
If a student fails to turn up without
notice the student will be charged the
full fee.

For In Tune

Fredrik Holm
A late cancellation fee will be
charged if lessons are cancelled
within 24 hours of the lesson.
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